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Abstrract: The geneeral data mininng model with the
t complex saample data solv
ves the problem
m on data classiification. The preprocessing
p
s
step
of
compplex data in dataa mining solvess the problem of
o accuracy cauused by the masss data.
The growing
g
volum
me of spam maiils annoys peopple and affects work efficienccy significantlyy. The work foccused on develloping spam filltering
algorrithm, using staatistics or data mining
m
approacch to develop precise spam rulles. The main propose
p
of an aanti spam appro
oach combiningg both
data mining and stattistical test appproach. The effiiciency of spam
m rules, only sig
gnificant rules will
w be used to classify emailss and the rest off rules
b eliminated foor performance improvement.
can be
The effective
e
decision tree classifieers are used to classify
c
whetheer the mail is sp
pam or ham. Vaarious filtering ttechniques are used
u
to find thee spam
mailss and filter them but the accuuracy and perfoormance of thee algorithms is distinct from each
e
other. Tw
wo decision treee algorithms thhat are
basiccally used as cllassifiers namelly J48 or C4.5,, Rndtree. The algorithms aree studied, analyyzed and test reesults are show
wn in WEKA toool for
efficiient spam filterring. The resultts are comparedd and RndTreee algorithm shows almost 99%
% accuracy leveel in filtering th
he spam mails and it
show
ws best results am
mong other claassifiers.
Keyw
words: classifierrs, e-mail, ham,, spam

1. IN
NTRODUCTIION
Spam
m is an unforttunate problem
m on the internnet.Spam emaails
accuumulate in thee users inboxx without thee consent of the
t
user.. Great issue the users inbooxes are flooded up with spaam
mails and spend unproductivee hours in delleting unwantted
emaiils.Causes a looss of internett performance and wasting the
t
netw
work bandwiddth, clogs up email serverss to the pointt it
someetimes crashees. Spam incrreases the sprread of malwaare
and viruses
v
that poose a big threat to the netw
work security and
a
persoonal privacy. Spammerss also deployy spam to gaain
persoonal information about the user for frauddulent purposses.
The growing thrreats of spam
m definitely require drasstic
contrrol measures.
Deciision tree leearning is a method for approximatiing
discrrete values target
t
functioons, in learnned function is
repreesented by a decision tree. [1]Decision tree learningg is
geneerally suited to
t the problem
ms in that tassk is to classsify
into one of a disscrete set of possible
p
categgories are oft
ften
referrred to as classification probblems. A deciision tree is ussed
as a classifier forr determiningg an appropriate action forr a
givenn case. Probllem is processs of determinning whether the
t
mail is Spam or Ham
H
is to be found
f
out. Thhe mails that are
a
identtified as Spam
m is to be filtered and legittimate messagges
shouuld be allowedd to be storedd in the users mail box. The
T
inforrmation aboutt the mail is given by a set of attribuutes
suchh as frequent occurrence of
o the characters, words and
a
special characterss. The alloowed actions are viewed as
a Spam or Haam.
classses, can classify the mails as
A decision tree is a decisionn support toool that used for
makiing decision analysis or changes of outcomes
o
or to
identtify a strategyy that is most likely to reachh a goal. [7]. In
partiicular, construucting classiffiers in the foorm of decisiion
treess has been quiite popular, annd a number of
o successful real
r
worlld applicationns that employy decision treees constructiion
havee been reportedd.
© 20115-19, IJARCS All
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What
W
is a Spam
m Filter?
The task of Spam filteringg is to rule ou
ut unsolicited mails
au
utomatically from
f
a user’s mail stream
m[2]. The vaarious
deecision tree classifiers
c
are taken for ev
valuation and apart
from other typees of data minning classifierrs it is emphaasized
sp
pecifically onn decision treee classifiers for the particular
ap
pplication of spam filtratioon technique. The main taask of
th
he spam filtrattion is to idenntify whether the
t mail is spaam or
no
ot. [3]The deccision tree fillters are easy to implemennt and
eaasy to undeerstand. Provvides an ov
verall satisfaactory
peerformance ass far as spam m
mail detection
n is concernedd. The
daataset is traineed and tested with various decision treees and
th
he performancce evaluation ccriteria of varrious classifiers are
baased on the precision, acccuracy and time
t
taken byy the
cllassifier. The classifier whhich is evaluaated best is fuurther
en
nhanced to provide more accuracy and
d the algorithhm is
im
mplemented inn the WEKA ttool.
2.. METHODO
OLOGIES
Muthukaruppan
M
n et al (20111) proposed method
m
for hybrid
h
sccheme solves the
t problem oof poor naive Bayes
B
perform
mance
in
n a domain with
w
dependeent attributes, and the meemory
co
onsumption problem
p
of thhe decision trree. [13]The naive
Bayes model att a leaf node sshould contain
n all the remaaining
atttributes, largge number oof irrelevant attributes caan be
elliminated.
Kishore
K
Kumar et al (20122) has taken spam
s
dataset from
UCI
U machine learning
l
repossitory is taken
n as input datta for
an
nalyzing the various cllassification techniques using
TA
ANAGRA daata mining toool. [8]The varrious classificcation
allgorithms are applied over this dataset an
nd cross validdation
is done for eachh of these classsifiers.
Ru
uan Guangchhen et al (2012) has useed three types of
deecision tree classifiers such as Naaive Bayes Tree
[1
15]Classifier (NBT), C4.5, and Logiistic Model Tree
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Classifier were analyzed for Spam filtration. Among several
approaches, the top most are SVM[12] (Support Vector
Machines) and the well known Naive Bayes classifier.
Weka, an open source, GUI based, portable workbench has
been used to perform the analysis of various email spam
filtering techniques with a rigorous data set applied. Data set
of emails is created using attributes and relations from the
spam mails received in the mailbox for over six months. The
105 attributes and 300 instances taken as a total data set and
10 fold cross validations has been done to test the result and
compare the different results. The different decision tree
algorithms are run using Weka are NBTree, C4.5 decision
tree classifier and Logistic Model Tree classifier are
analyzed based on the performances with different criteria
in terms of time, result efficiency and accuracy achieved by
the various decision tree classifiers and also some other
criteria like false positive, false negative rates of decisions
taken by the classifiers.
Catarina Silva et al (2012) using hybrid system for text
classification based on the ensemble of both Artificial
Immune Systems (AIS) and SVM approaches. [6]The
advantage of a non-evolutionary implementation that
produced remarkable results with text classification and
showing the classification performance gains, resulting in a
classification has improved.
Manjusha et al (2013) used method for Binary Decision Tree
Multi Class Support Vector Machine approach are using the
advantages of SVM and decision tree[11], that is Decision
Tree (DT) s are much faster than SVM s in classifying new
instances while SVM perform better then DTs in terms of
classification accuracy. To include both this advantages we
will reduce the size of record set will be fed to the SVM.
Normal data points are classified by decision tree while
some crucial data points were difficult for decision tree to
classify to multiclass SVM.
Malti Sarangal (2014) proposed method is K Means
clustering and Support Vector Machine (SVM) based
classification algorithm are considered to classify the spam
base dataset[10]. The main advantages is improved
classification accuracy and reduces the false positive and
time cost. K Means algorithm, is numerical and one of the
hard clustering method, this means that a data point can
belong to only one cluster.
The decision tree classifiers provide great results as far as
spam detection concerned. By comparing all the three
classifiers, yield best results and provides 90% accuracy in
performance. That algorithm takes more processing time
than that of other classifiers. The one of the most
disadvantages exhibited in this classifier. This is better than
the earliest algorithms such as Naive Bayes and many other
spam detection techniques.

extremely complicated adaptive form of identification.
The Immune System is also supported by a pathogens
are divided into small peptides by Antigen Presenting Cell
(APC). The peptides are then accessible by the lymphocytes
also called as Transaction Cells. The Transcation cells have
a particular set of receptors that used to bind peptides with a
certain degree of affinity that are being offered by Antigen
Presenting Cells. Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) is an
adaptive system inspired by biological immune system and
it is based on theoretical immunology.
4. K MEANS CLUSTERING
Automated mechanism uses unsupervised learning for
classification purposed. Unsupervised learning means there
is no supervisor is needed to train the mechanism.
[4]Clustering is one type of unsupervised learning.
Clustering is designed to aim for grouping similar type of
data together. Clustering process data is divided into similar
type of groups where each group contains the data which
have more similarity. The groups are called as clusters. K
Means clustering is the most useful method for finding
natural groups of similar type of data.
A classification technique the objects are assigned to
predefined categories whereas in clustering the classes are
formed and two categories available for dividing clustering
methods on the basis of character of the data and the reason
for that cluster has being used. The categories are fuzzy
clustering and hard clustering in the fuzzy clustering to
every data element can belong to more than one cluster.
Resolve it fuzzy clustering uses a mathematical model for
classification and hard clustering every data element is
divided into separate cluster.
K Means clustering algorithm is a hard clustering
method so it can be applied for spam filtering. [14]The
research utilized the K Means clustering algorithm to
classify the emails. Classifies incoming email as spam or
legitimate on the basis of similar attributes or features. The
K Means clustering K is a positive number initialized in the
starting and algorithm refer it to as the number of clusters
required for classification. K Means clustering algorithm
inspects the feature vector of each incoming email, such that
the items within every cluster are similar to each other. The
basis of this inspection it form two clusters, one is spam and
another is legitimate. The iterative process where initial set
of clusters and the clusters are frequently updated until no
more upgrading is possible or the number of iterations
reached to a specified limit.

3. EXISTING SYSTEM
The Immune System evolved to become an extremely
complex resistance system that has the capability to identify
foreign substances and to differentiate between harmless and
harmful. Immune System is decomposed in two main layers
of resistance that is innate and adaptive. Innate recognizes
precised substances and its conduct is similar to all
individuals of the same species. Adaptive layer is able to
learn to identify new forms of anomalous pathogens that
regularly change during the time hence it provides an
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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Figure 1.1 An overview of Local Concentration Based K
Means Clustering
The local concentration based feature extraction method
with artificial immune system has five processing stages are
involved to generate final results. Each of them is discussed
given blow.
Preprocessing of incoming email is essential task before
process to classify it. The setup is working with real time
spam filter, incoming email is processed and when working
in an experimental environment sample datasets are
preprocessed. Used string tokenizer in this phase for
generating dictionary of the words. Irrelevant words are
discarded and after it processed data is passed to term
selection stage of the model.
Information Gain is used as term selection strategy for our
model. [5]Algorithm for term selection is discussed as ds
generation and term selection algorithm given below.
Step 1 : Initialize preselected set and DS == Empty set.
Step 2 : Every term in the terms set Do Calculate weight of
the term according to a certain term selection strategy End
Step 3 : Arrange the terms in decreasing order of the weight
Step 4 : Join the front % terms to the preselected set
Step 5 : For all terms in the preselected set Do
Calculate Tendency as (tk)=P(tk|cl)-P (tk|cs)
if || P(tk|cl)–P(tk|cs)||>, >=0 then
if || P(tk|cl) –P (tk|cs) || > , >=0 then
Add the term to DSs
Else Add the term to DSl
endif .
Else Discard the term
endif
endfor
P (tk|cl) is probability of tk as legitimate
P (tk|cs) is probability of tk as spam.
DSs is spam detector set and
DSl spam detector set.
Model used local concentration based feature extraction
approach with artificial immune system. Algorithm used for
feature extraction is discussed to local concentration based
feature extraction approach with artificial immune system.

© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

Step 1 : Move a sliding window of wn term length over a
given message
With a step of wn term.
Step 2 : for every position of the sliding window Do
Calculate the spam genes concentration in the window by
formula: SCj = Ns/Nt
Calculate the legitimate genes concentration of the window
by formula: LCj = Nl/Nt
end for.
Step
3
:
Construct
feature
vector:
(<SC1,
LC1>,<SC2,LC2>…<SCn, Cn>)
SCj is spam gene concentration in jth window.
LCj is legitimate gene concentration in jth window.
Nt is the number of dissimilar terms in the window.
Ns is the number of the dissimilar terms in the window
which corresponding to detectors in Ds.
The work applied KMeans clustering for classification.
Fourth and very important stage of spam filtering. The stage
of measuring to effectiveness in this entire system by
evaluating classification result. Algorithm used for K Means
clustering at classification phase is discussed K Means
clustering for classification
Step 1: Initialize spam and legitimate Centroids
Step 2: Centroids = kMeansInitCentroids(X, k)
Step 3: for iter = 1 iterations Cluster assignment step Assign
each data
point to the closest centroid. idx(i) corresponds to cˆ(i), the
indexof the centroid assigned to example i
Step 4: idx = findNearestCentroids(X, centroids); Move
centroid step
Compute means based on centroidassignments
Step 5: centroids = computeMeans(X, idx, K)
Step 6: end
5. VARIOUS CLASSIFIERS IN EMAIL
FILTERING PROBLEM DEFINITION

SPAM

The various decision tree classifiers are taken for evaluation
and apart from other types of data mining classifiers it is
emphasized specifically on decision tree classifiers for the
particular application of spam filtration technique. The main
task of the spam filtration is to identify whether the mail is
spam or not. The decision tree filters are easy to implement
and easy to understand. Provides an overall satisfactory
performance as far as spam mail detection is concerned. The
dataset is trained and tested with various decision trees and
the performance evaluation criteria of various classifiers are
based on the precision, accuracy and time taken by the
classifier. The classifier which is evaluated best is further
enhanced to provide more accuracy and the algorithm is
implemented in the WEKA tool.
6. SPAM DATASET
The spam dataset was taken from UCI machine learning
repository and was created by Mark Hopkins et al Hewlett
Packard Labs. The dataset contains 4601 instances and 58
attributes 57 continuous input attribute and 1 nominal class
label target attribute. The class label has two values 0 for
not spam and 1 for spam.
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Figure 1.2 Various Classifiers in Email Spam Filtering

Figure 2.1 Spam Dataset
7. FEATURE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Complex data analysis and mining on huge amounts of data
take a very long time making practical analysis infeasible.
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

[12]Feature reduction techniques have been helpful in
analyzing reduced representation of dataset without
compromising the integrity of the original data and produce
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qualiity knowledgge. Feature reeduction technniques reducee the
voluume of data or reduce the dim
mensions reduuce attributes..
The feature reducction techniquues used heree are the RelliefF,
ChiS
Square Attribuute evaluationn, CFsubset evvaluation methhods.
The Component Analysis
A
is a dimension reeduction technnique
re ennables to visuualize a dataseet in a lower dimension
d
without
the loss of informaation.
RelieefF algorithm
m detects connditional depeendencies betw
ween
attribbutes and provides a unified
u
view on the attrribute
estim
mation in regrression and claassification. The
T robust andd can
deal with incompllete and noisyy data. Evaluattes the worth of an
attribbute by compputing the value of chi squuared statistic with
respeect to class. The
T dataset iss evaluated with
w ten fold cross
validdations in the training data set
s and tested..
Chi Square is a statisttical test thhat measures the
occuurrence of features againsst the expected number of
o the
occuurrences of those featurees. The Chi Square evaluuation
methhod, the indeependent variiables are the features andd the
depeendent variabbles are the categories
c
thaat is legitimatee and
spam
m email.
(4.11)
=
N*((AD-CB)2
(A+C)*(B+
+D)*(A+B)*(A
A+D)
CFS Correlation baseed Feature selection Suubset
evaluuation methood uses a seearch algorithhm along wiith a
function to evaluaate the merit of
o feature subbsets. The heuuristic
by which Corrrelation baseed Feature selection Suubset
evaluuation methodd measures thhe goodness of feature suubsets
takess into accounnt the usefulnness of indivvidual features for
preddicting the class label allong with thhe level of inter
correelation amongg them. Correelation basedd Feature seleection
Subsset evaluationn method evalluates the woorth of a subsset of
attribbutes by considering the individual
i
preedictive abilitty of
eachh feature alonng with the degree
d
of reddundancy betw
ween
them
m.
C4.55 ALGORITH
HM
ut: data traininng samples; liist of attributes;
Inpu
attributte_selection_m
method.
Outp
put: decision tree.
Meth
hod:
Step
p 1: create a noode N,
Step
p 2: if sampless has the samee class, C, thenn
Step
p 3: return N as
a leaf node with
w class C labbel;
Step
p 4: if list of atttributes is em
mpty then
Step
p 5: return N as leaf node with
w class labbel that is the most
classs in the samplees.

© 20115-19, IJARCS All
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Step
p 6: Choose test-attribute,, that has thee most Gain Ratio
usin
ng attribute_seelection_method;
Step
p 7: give nodee N with test-aattribute label;
Step
p 8: for each ai
a pada test-atttribute;
Step
p 9: Add brannch in node N to test-attribu
ute = ai;
Step
p 10: Make partition
p
sampple si from saamples wheree testattriibute= ai;
Step
p 11: if si is em
mpty then
Step
p 12: attach leeaf node with the most classs in samples;
Step
p 13: elsse attach node thaat generate by
Gen
nerate_decisionn_tree si,attribbute-list, test-attribute;
Step
p 14: endfor
Step
p 15: return N;
N
8. RANDOM
R
FO
OREST ALGO
ORITHM
Ran
ndom Forest are
a ensemblee of un pruneed binary deccision
treess, unlike othher decision ttree classifierrs Random Forest
F
grow
ws multiple trees
t
are creaates a forest like classification.
Algo
orithm can bee used for classification and
d regression.
Step
ps in Random Forest Algoriithm:
Step
p1: A random
m seed is chossen which pullls out at randdom a
colleection of sam
mples from traaining data sett while maintaaining
the class
c
distributtion.
Step
p2: Selected dataset, a ranndom set of attributes
a
from
m the
orig
ginal data set is chosen based on user defiined values.
Step
p3: A datasett M is the ttotal number of input attriibutes
in th
he dataset,
only R attribbutes are chosen at random for
each
h tree R<M.
Step
p5: The attribbutes from thhis set creates the test possible
splitt using the Ginni index to develop a decisiion tree modell.
Step
p6: Random Forest
F
Tree follows the same
s
methodology
and constructs multiple
m
trees ffor the forest using different set
of atttributes.
9. EXPRIMENT
E
TAL RESULT
T
The discussions made in the project , theey have creaated a
dataaset with diffferent rules fo
for finding wh
hether the mail
m is
spam
m or ham annd they are implemented using 2 diff
fferent
classifier and J488 classifier. T
The results off the classifieer are
com
mpared with thhe two differeent datasets an
nd proved thaat J48
outp
performs all thhe classifiers with 86% off accuracy andd low
falsee positive ratte. The time taken by the J48 classiffier is
com
mparatively lesss than that oof NB tree claassifier.The results
are compared annd RndTree algorithm sh
hows almost 99%
accu
uracy level inn filtering thee spam mails and it showss best
resu
ults among othher classifiers.
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Fig 2.2: Enhancing Random forest Classifier
information ‹ Minimum 0.0 when all records belong to one
class, implying most interesting information.

Training data
Training data

Test data
Figure 2.3 Calculate the Classifier Errors

Test data
Figure 2.3 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve

Maximum 1 - 1/nc when records are equally
distributed among all classes, implying least interesting

ROC graphs are two dimensional graphs in which TP rate is
plotted on the Y axis and FP rate is plotted on the X axis. An
ROC graph depicts relative trade offs between benefits true

© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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posittives and costts false positiives. Figure 2.3
2 shows an ROC
graph with five claassifiers labelled are all attriibutes.
The true positive rate and falsee positive ratee are calculateed by
usingg logistic moodel cross vallidation methhod. Precisionn and
recalll are calculateed for true possitive and falsse positive ratee.

g input dataa and
Classsified result is obtainedd by resulting
accu
urate result is formed by Loogistic Modell tree and connstruct
the decision
d
tree.

Tablle 1.1:Random
m Forest Classsifier
Training daata

Test data

Algorithm
ms
Accuracy

Error ratte

Precission

A
Accuracy

Error rate

Precision

Randdom forest

94.41

5.58

0.94
44

99.60

0.03

0.9966

Enhaanced Random
m forest

95.50

4.49

0.95
55

99.93

0.06

0.9999

Thee results from
m the random forest classiffier and enhaanced
randdom forest claassifier for em
mail spam filteering are tabuulated
in thhe table abovve. The resuults are takenn before applying
WEK
KA filters and the datasset is trainedd and testedd for
identtifying the spam
s
mails. The enhanceed random forest
f
classsifier producees about 1.09%
% increased accuracy
a
from
m the
randdom forest classsifier.
T error ratee of random forest classiffier is reduceed to
The
4.49% in enhanceed random forrest classifier.. While the daata is
testeed, the accuraacy of the classifier is furrther improveed to

93% that achiieves it as thee best spam filtering
f
algorrithm.
99.9
Algo
orithm is provved that the ennhanced rando
om forest classsifier
show
ws best resultts for spam ffiltering. The enhanced ranndom
foreest classifier shhows best preecision rate off 0.999% while the
dataaset is tested.
The time takken by the varrious classifieers before andd after
appllying WEKA filters in traiining the dataaset is given in
i the
tablee below.

Tablle 1.2 WEKA filters result for
f time
Before Filterin
ng
Algoorithms
Train
ning time
(in Sec)

After Filterring using WE
EKA filters
ReliefF
Chisquared attrib
bute
CFSubsetev
val
Filtering
eval
Training
Train
ning Time
Trainiing time
time
(in Sec)
(in Sec)
(in Sec)
0.31
0.89
0.72

C4.55/J48

0.84

Randdomforest

0.74

0.44

0.55

0.53

Naivvebayes

0.11

4.91

83.16

67.95

© 20115-19, IJARCS All
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Figgure 3.1 Resu
ults time taken
n by the classsifier during the training ttime
Tablle 1.3 Naive Bayes
B
classifieer passed throuugh the WEKA
A filters.
After Filterring using W
WEKA filters
B
Before
Filterring
Test time
(in Sec)
0.29

Test timee
(in Sec)
0.06

Relief
Filtering
Test timee
(in Sec)
0.11

Randdomforest

0.31

0.06

0.13

0.14

Naivvebayes

0.20

0.09

0.20

0.20

CFSubsetev
val

Algoorithms

C4.55/J48

Chissquared attrib
bute
eval
Test time
(in Sec)
0.09

Figure 3.2 Tiime taken to test the datasset applying WEKA
W
filterrs
Accuuracy of the cllassifier is deffined as the deegree of closenness of classiffying the correectly classifieed instances.
Tablle 1.4 Accuraccy of the varioous classifiers
Affter Filtering using WEKA
A filters (in %)
%

Beforee
Filterin
ng
( in %))

C
CFSubseteva
l

ReliefF
Filtering

Chisquared attributee eval

Training data
d

T
Training
data
a

Trraining data

Training
Data

C4.55/J48

92.97

92.69

93.00

92.97

Randdomforest

94.41

93.71

94.47

94.41

Naivvebayes

79.28

93.30

93.08

93.19

Algoorithms

Figuree 3.2 Results of accuracy of
o various claassifiers
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10. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
Email spam is a serious threat in corporate world and also in
business. Reducing the spam mails and preventing the
accumulation of spam mails storing in user’s mailbox is a
great challenge to the users. The identification of best
algorithm to classify the spam mails is an important task.
Decision tree algorithms are used in filtering the
spam mails because the main task is to classify the mails
whether it belongs to spam or ham. The algorithms are
trained, tested before and applying filtering algorithms. The
results of the different algorithms are evaluated based on the
Accuracy, Error rate, Precision and False positive rate. The
comparison of the above algorithms based on their
performance shows that the Random forest classifier exhibit
best results when compared to other classifiers before and
after applying weka filters.
The bugs that are identified when this classification
algorithm was built are when handling with the missing
values. Split point is the point at the tree splits up the
instances in two instances by assigning weights to the
branch at the splitting point. The attribute has some missing
values, the attributes carry some information after the split
points. The results in additional branches in the tree.
Sometimes, the split will have a reduction of entropy of 0
and have a small positive value which leads to additional
branches in the tree. The algorithm can be further enhanced
by improving the Out of Bag estimate (OOB) it supports
multithreading.
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